Social Media to Promote Content Learning, Motivation, and Collaboration in Teaching Research

Abstract—Despite the importance of offering Research courses in the curriculum, there is a dearth of research on how to teach Research methods or courses. This study presents the attitudes and perceptions of the students towards using Facebook (FB) Group in teaching Research. It was conducted for one semester to 75 secondary students at the University of the Philippines High School Cebu, Cebu City, Philippines. Employing descriptive research, this study used the Student Attitudes and Perceptions of Using FB Survey by Pollara & Zhu (2011) which was validated through focus group discussion. Findings show that students “Somewhat agree” that using FB Group in teaching Research developed their content learning, motivation to learn and collaborative skills to achieve research tasks. The instant messaging promotes collaborative learning and direct interaction among co-students and teachers. Despite the distractions in the FB Group environment and the lack of internet connection among the students’ homes, the respondents still suggested to continue using FB Groups as an alternative elearning system. They further suggested that teachers must monitor their students’ behaviors when using FB during class hours. This study further suggested on conducting a correlation on the impact of using FB Groups on the students’ academic performance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Research courses can develop critical thinking expertise, effective analytical, research, and communication skills that can empower students to be globally-competitive. Research is essential to economic and social development of the globalized society [1]. According the Philippines’ new K to 12 Curriculum, Offering Research supports a curriculum that promotes an education that is research-based, contextualized and global whose pedagogical approaches are constructivist, collaborative, and inquiry-based [2].

Despite these benefits, there are limited studies on teaching Research. Studies show that Research is a complex domain involving a combination of procedures and definitions, many of which the academics have no uniform concepts. It is also considered to be a dry, uninteresting and complicated subject which produced high levels of anxiety [3]. To make Research teaching less anxious and more learner-centered, studies show that using elearning system is effective in discussing research methods and statistics [4].

Facebook, the most popular social network, with more than 1.8 billion active users [5] has potentials to be an elearning system in teaching Research among adolescents. Facebook is a useful tool to deliver materials, support learning, and develop learning motivation [6], can promote active learning, collaboration and peer communications [7] [8]. With proper planning in the curriculum, FB can be a useful teaching-learning space [9]. In the context of Research whose outputs are written academic papers, using FB can promote positive attitude about learning the content [10].

However, many teachers claimed that social networking sites may disengage students from learning traditional skills and literacies [11]. In addition, some students generally perceived FB as a social media technology rather than a formal teaching-learning environment [12]. As a social media, FB can cause distractions which can disengage the students from their academic focus [13] [14]. In addition, most published research focused on social networking sites in general and not on the impact on students’ performance, especially on secondary level. [15].

This study therefore aims to determine the attitudes and perceptions of secondary students of using Facebook Group in teaching Research. Cognizant of the adolescents’ enthusiasm on technological advances [16] and the educational potentials of using FB Group, this study aims to use Facebook group as an elearning system in teaching-learning Research in secondary level. As a learning management system in this study, the FB group became the online platform for secondary students to read, post, download, upload, and share research-related files and to do collaborative discussion. This research had the following questions:

1. What are the attitudes and perceptions of the students in using FB group in teaching Research?
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2. What are the challenges in using FB group in teaching Research?

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Challenges in Teaching Research

On her investigation on best practice in teaching Research, Groessler concluded that the lack of pedagogic culture in teaching research methods is one major challenge in its discipline. Teachers handling Research may have research expertise but may not have pedagogical background and receive little guidance on teaching. There is a dearth of Teaching Research curriculum evaluation that assesses the what and the how students learn in the course. From the learners, there is anxiety towards quantitative methods, failure to see the relevance of the course to their lives, and lack of motivation to learn the content. [17].

Another challenge is the absence of context in conducting the research which made the lessons less engaging. Research methods have lecture-based delivery which can be too difficult for the students to fully grasp and put into practice, hence an activity-based approach to learning Research was recommended [18].

Using project-based learning with close supervision of student group and planning can make Research courses more engaging. Research teachers should integrate these educational principles to promote student success: Learning by doing, hands-on practice, and active learning techniques [19].

In addition, using an activity-based learning approach to teaching Research can empower student participation and make learning and teaching more practical, enjoyable, and applicable to real-life situation [20].

B. Impact of Using Facebook in Teaching

Using Facebook shows a positive correlation between the students’ academic performance and the frequency of use of FB for educational purposes. The students perceived FB to be a learning aid [21]. FB’s social activities enhance the students’ ability to be connected with their learning environment which can be used as a communication platform to students with low self-esteem [22].

Students who never viewed the FB postings reported to have lower engagement and understanding of the class discussion and lower appreciation of the link between the FB content and the lecture material. Successful integration of FB in the course requires timing of content delivery and the students’ own perspectives on using social media for academic purposes [23].

In an English class which used FB group, results showed that students achieved better performance in the second small group discussion test and there were positive correlations between students’ final score and number of postings. Students had high level of satisfaction with their discussion activities in FB [24].

As a blended learning tool in teaching high school pre-calculus, FB was used as an extension of the traditional classroom instruction. Findings showed that students had positive perceptions on the educational value of FB and further suggested on supplementing traditional teaching with the FB group to promote a more effective teaching [25]. In addition, the educational capabilities of FB have a positive impact on students’ perceptions on the ease of use of social networking sites. [26].

FB is a useful tool to deliver course materials and support learning. Most respondents felt motivated and enjoyed accomplishing their tasks [27]. However, the students’ excitement in the FB environment may lead to attention distraction, if not well-guided. Chatting on FB can promote collaborative learning, but it can also be a source of distraction for some students cannot handle multitasking tasks which may have a negative impact on them due to cognitive overload [28].

III. METHODOLOGY

A. The Participants

The respondents were limited to the 75 Grades 8 and 9 students of Research Class at the University of the Philippines High School (UPHS), Cebu City, Philippines. UPHS is the laboratory high school of the University of the Philippines Cebu Master of Education Program where faculty and researchers conduct studies regularly on or with the high school students on topics related to education, pedagogy, and materials development. Hence, for research ethics, all parents and children received orientation about the nature of the school. The respondents’ ages range from 13-15 years old when the study was conducted. The study was conducted for one semester from January 2017-June 2017.

Research is a core course of the Junior High School which is taught for two hours per week from Grades 7 to 10. The course objective of Research 8 was to conduct data gathering through a survey and interview and present findings in a table/chart while Research 9 aimed to conduct a quantitative research, use statistical analysis and present findings.

Each grade had a Facebook Group where students and students did the following: uploading, downloading, sharing, and posting of files; giving comments to the posts. The posts and files can be academic paper, research, photos, film clips, related to the course or the class activities. Figures 1 to 4 are screen shot of the sample activities in the Research Classes.
Figure 1 shows the screen of Grade 8’s FB Group in which the teacher gave his tasks to the students to post their group members and names on their group and the reply of the leaders.

Figure 2 shows the answer of Peter Jerald on the activity “Using APA format in citing references”.

Figure 3 shows the screen shot of Bea’s request for her classmates to answer the questionnaire on playing online games.

Figure 4 shows the video of Cyril and Miguel presenting their research on the use of internet cafes in selected areas.
B. Data Collection and Analysis

To determine the attitudes and perceptions of using FB in teaching-learning Research, the Student Attitudes and Perceptions Survey by Pollara & Zhu [6] was used. The 34-item survey addressed the constructs of Pedagogy, Motivation, Interaction with Students, Interaction with the Teacher, and Technology. Attitudes and perceptions were measured on a 7-point Likert scale. The reliability of the original instrument was .97 which is considered “Good”. A revision to the Pollara and Zhu questionnaire were open-ended questions to the students about the challenges of using FB in class and their suggestions to their classmates and to the teachers.

The respondents' answers were analyzed using descriptive statistics. A content analysis of the postings and semi-structured interviews were conducted to determine the respondents’ experiences on using the FB group were conducted and were validated through focus group discussions.

IV. FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

As shown in Figure 1, the overall attitudes and perceptions of the students in using FB Group in teaching Research is 4.94 (Somewhat agree). This implies that the secondary students fairly believe that the technological features of FB Group can promote learning concepts on their research, develop motivation in achieving their research tasks, and foster interaction among other students and teachers in the conduct of their research.

Learning/Pedagogy

With a mean of 5.12 (Somewhat agree), Learning/Pedagogy received the highest among the five constructs. When asked how did they learn in the FB group during the focus group discussion (FGD), the students claimed that in the FB Comments Section, they could give comments or critiques to someone’s post and could even discuss things for others to see. Student A added, “We can discuss on how to search for related literature and others can see the discussion thread. Others can just view them at some time. We no longer keep on repeating the information.”

Student B stressed, “When I asked for the topics from my classmates, they could easily share the soft copy handouts and I could learn from the shared files.”

This benefit of using FB group validates the principle that using active learning techniques in teaching the so-called dry subject Research can empower students to do independent learning [18]. Their learning task of summarizing the Review of Related Literature and posting the files in the FB Discussion Board supported the activity-based learning approach in which students experienced real academic tasks of analyzing theories and studies; and then drawing a schematic diagram [17] [18].

This whole socio-cognitive engagement demonstrates the essence of Constructivism in education. The students use a variety of internal developmental processes that they are able to operate in their Research class in cooperation with their peers and the FB Group environment. These authentic processes may include the immediate feedback from the classmates and teacher, the internet browsing for further information, and the file storage for referencing; and once these processes are internalized, they become part of the students’ independent developmental achievement [29].

Therefore using FB Group under the framework of Constructivism can promote collaborative learning and can assist the academic performance of the students [24] [27] [29].

What added to the novelty is the immediate comments they receive from their classmates and teacher when they post ideas or files. This instant communication may not be feasible in the traditional classroom, thus making the whole new elearning experience enjoyable [7] [8] [9]. As a blended learning tool in teaching Research, the FB Group becomes a supplementary elearning space for the traditional classroom [20].

Interaction with other students and teacher

The students somewhat agree that the FB Group fairly developed their interactions with other students (5.01) and with the teacher (5.03). In the FGD, the respondents highlighted that the FB Group made communication faster and interaction clearer. As claimed by Student B, “Facebook is designed in a way where people can freely communicate with each other so observing the posts and the discussions made by the students and adviser, communication was an important tool.”

The interactions among the students to their classmates or student-respondents from other grades or school prove that FB is an alternative free communication system among the
students. The FB Group has become a channel of messages related to academics, personal or extra and co-curricular activities because of its user-friendly feature [20] [22] [23]. Considering that these secondary students are digital natives with enthusiasm on technological advances [16], using FB in learning is part of their socio-cognitive nature.

Another effective tool in FB is the chat feature. It has become an alternative direct communication platform to the introvert students to directly ask their teachers with lesser anxiety compared to the traditional face-to-face teaching [22]. From the FGD, students claimed, “We could easily message our teachers for inquiry or verification related to the subject or school activities. Unlike in the face-to-face communication which can promote anxiety among us.”

**Motivation**

The respondents were somewhat motivated (4.89) to perform and accomplish their Research tasks in the FB environment. They asserted during the FGD that they got motivated when they received notifications from FB that their group mates already uploaded the required file. Student C said, “When a teacher posts comments commending our work, I feel motivated to do more.”

Student D added, “I got motivated to our projects uploaded before the deadline and see emojis”.

The assertions of Students C and D support studies that students feel motivated posting their accomplished tasks in the FB Group [27]. FB fostered their positive attitude in learning Research content and confidence.

**Challenges**

From the open-ended questionnaire, the top two disadvantages of using FB in teaching are distractions (36 or 50.704%) and no internet access (28 or 39.437%). When asked what caused distractions in the FGD, the students elaborated that when they opened the FB Group, they received notifications from their news feed which made them curious to check them and access the websites.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distractions</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>50.704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No internet access at home</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>39.437</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependence</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misinformation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No face to face conversation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>71</td>
<td>100.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Student E added, “When I opened the FB Group to download readings, I also visited other interesting websites and played games and then I just realized that my focus was diverted to the games, not on my readings”. Student F asserted, “FB Group can be disadvantageous for us because we got distracted”.

The students’ reactions validate studies that as social media, FB has limitations to be used as a formal teaching environment because it can distract students and disengage them from their academic focus [28]. The entertainment and social media platform of FB such as videos and games can be more stimulating to the adolescents.

When asked if teachers should stop using FB Group in teaching since students can be distracted, all respondents, however, asserted to continue using FB due to its fun, accessible, collaborative, and less-threatening nature. They stressed that FB Group can promote bonding among students and teachers in which students do not have much anxiety in messaging their professors. They suggested to their co-students that in using FB in Research, they should focus on the academic tasks and collaboration and avoid visiting other distracting websites. They also suggested to their teachers that in using FB during in the classrooms, they must do more interactions with the students and monitoring. Students can be visiting websites not related to the Research tasks.

This is the academic ambiguity of using social media in teaching content courses. The users are both aware of the advantages and disadvantages of using the social media technology on their learning. The students fully understand that they can get distractions while accessing, reading, uploading, and posting academic file but they believe FB is a good learning platform.

Another challenge expressed by the respondents is having no internet access at home which posed problems to students in accessing files, reading announcements and other communications related to the course or school. The findings validate studies that students from developing countries can experience digital divide or lack of access to information due to financial capabilities or infrastructure problems [13] [14]. Since the respondents belong to economically-disadvantaged group, most of them do not have an internet connection at home or personal cellular phones.

Student G said, “I will not be updated with the files shared by my classmates since my family does not have internet connection”.

Student H stressed, “I’m only using the free data feature of Facebook which allows me to do free messaging but not viewing of files such as pdf, Microsoft word, or pictures. So if my classmates and teachers uploaded files, I cannot view all of them.”

To avoid these problems, the students, in the FGD, suggested that teachers should avoid giving urgent
announcements or tasks via FB group and uploading large files after class hours since they cannot view, download, and print all of them. Viewing the notifications and downloading denotes that students need to go internet cafes or shops which have cost implications.

V. CONCLUSION

The students perceive that using Facebook Group in teaching Research developed their content learning, motivation to learn and collaborative skills to achieve research tasks. As an elearning system, FB group allows students to read, post, comment and share files related to their academic tasks outside of the traditional classroom. These tasks develop their academic reading and writing.

The social media’s instant messaging feature promotes collaborative learning due to the direct interactions among their co-students and teachers. Given the nature of Research to be inquiry-based, students freely discuss the research outputs in the chat box with the presence of the teachers in a non-threatening environment compared to an oral recitation in the classroom.

Despite the distractions in the FB Group environment and the lack of internet connection among the students’ homes, the respondents still suggested to continue using FB Groups but teachers must limit the number of uploaded files for reading and printing. They further suggested that teachers must monitor their students’ behaviors when using FB during class hours.

This study further suggested on conducting a correlation study on the impact of using FB Groups on the students’ academic performance.
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